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Underwater panic 360 vr 4k

Description Additional Information 360Rize 360Abyss™ v4 is a professional underwater system of the video camera 360. The 360Abyss™ v4 has an output resolution of 8K that translates to 8,000 x 4,000 pixels. 360Abyss™ v4 is estimated at 1000 meters crush depth ranking. We offer a 30% buffer for security. 360Abyss™ v4 is the industry's leading
solution for filming spherical content underwater. The U.S. Navy, NOAA, TIME Magazine, conservationists and award-winning filmmakers trust the system's 360RIZE patented underwater cameras to capture spherical content underwater. Over the years, 360RIZE has helped hundreds of filmmakers, oceanographers and educators. For example, our
underwater technology has made it possible to document and share our planet's aquatic environments. The included rigid Pelican case with protective foam safely stores and carries 360Abyss™ kit, cameras and accessories. Our latest innovations are 360Abyss™ v4 positions six GoPro™ HERO3, HERO3+, or HERO4 cameras in spherical order. Thus,
allowing content creators to capture a fully spherical video 360 x 180 degrees 360. After that, after production, the software sews individual videos from each camera to create 360° video. 360RIZE solved the problem of distorting the image of all multi-camera 360 video installations face underwater. The camera loses about 30 degrees of its field of view when
underwater. This is due to a light bend as it passes through the water. Overlapping the frame between each chamber in 360 drilling rigs underwater presents a huge problem with the overlapping frame. Domes at 360Abyss™ is a lens distortion. In addition, providing a crystal clear image for each camera in the underwater installation. This makes it possible to
sew underwater 360 video footage with the same ease it would be possible to sew spherical footage shot above the water. The design in mind the body is built from anodized aluminum and field-carbon doors that produce neutral buoyancy to a depth of 984′ in salt water. The camera domes are built from a mixture of acrylic and polycarbonate for high
strength and optical clarity. To make sure that one leak does not harm more than one camera, each camera is located in an insulated separate compartment. Eight standard threaded 3/8-16 corner loaches allow divers to connect 360Abyss™ multiple accessories. For example, accessories include a tripod or tray or lighting. The side mount attachment at 45°
allows submarines, rovs and other underwater vehicles to be mounted. Camera Control Underwater 360Abyss™ equipped with a Bullet360 control panel system that allows divers to control six hull cameras in unison. The 360Abyss™ has six built-in control boards that daisies the chain of each of the unit's cameras together. Content creators are switched,
switched off and recorded using a magnetic underwater switch. The magnetic remote also runs a buzzer to ensure sound synchronization. During with multiple ™ GoPro cameras at 120 fps provides universal synchronization. In addition, universal synchronization ensures that all 6 individual camera recordings are within +/- 5 frames of each other. For this
reason, synchronizing frames between each camera helps filmmakers achieve an easy stitching process. In a separate compartment of each camera, there is an open-end Bullet360 board designed for the Camera Hero Port (located on the back of the camera). We know your frustrations when you watched 360/VR exciting and high-emotional videos and
suddenly experienced a loss of quality. It's the worst thing when you get into a character's world, especially in a very exciting environment. So we designed VeeR with one important goal in mind: to make your VR videos look in the best possible quality. Now you can quickly and virtuously broadcast high-quality VR videos in congested network environments.
We are pleased to announce that we fully support ultra 4K HD VR video anytime anywhere once you visit VeeR. What have we done? VeeR always supports video content up to 4K, but with the new compression technology we let you enjoy Ultra HD 4K content when you first landed in the VeeR world. Faster streaming speeds and better viewing experiences.
What are the benefits? The obvious benefits of high compression levels are less bitrate for transmission and less memory needed to store video files. Streaming speeds improve 40%, which means you'll experience low latency while you like our 360/VR videos. Improving streaming speeds allows for better video resolution that you can get a better
understanding of from below To (1080P): After (4K): Fully supports Ultra HD 4K VR video is exciting for VeeRians. More invigorant is that VeeR was shown the Oculus Rift. We prepare many high quality, ultra 4K HD 360/VR videos and photos. Download VeeR VR Immersive to your Oculus, Samsung Gear VR, HTC Vive, Windows Mixed Reality and Google
Daydream to experience premium 360/VR content. I hope you all enjoy our content. Bye bye! © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliate The Mantis is not a blunt aluminum body, but rather a smart case, with an onboard processor and controller to cause recording and stopping functions, alter recording states, and monitor temperature and vacuum state.
The 7-color LED lamp allows the operator to quickly see the state of the camera, while the controller records a detailed log of camera settings and temperature that can be accessed via wireless later through the Mantis app. On board, lithium-ion batteries extend the recording time of the camera, but the device can also receive power from the surface or be
fully integrated with the ROV. Most of us lack the ocean because of the restrictions around coronavirus, but that doesn't mean we can't experience the whole underwater world has to offer! Believe it or not, there are ways to connect to the ocean that don't involve wearing a dive on the couch and watching movies Diving. With virtual reality technology and 360-
degree video capabilities, we don't need to leave the comfort of our homes to travel abroad and explore the world. Read on for five virtual ocean experiences that will satisfy your cravings for the sea during self-isolation. David Attenborough's Great Barrier Reef The legendary conservationist is known for having led us on a journey around the world, heralding
our favourite nature documentaries. Now he's embarking on a new type of adventure. David Attenborough's Great Barrier Reef is an interactive experience that takes virtual travellers within thousands of miles of Australia's famous coastline. The multimedia experience shows one of the world's most biodiverse ecosystems with vivid photos and videos of
1,500 fish species and 600 species of coral that call it home. More importantly, David Attenborough makes it possible to shine a light on the damage done to the reef from climate change. Even for divers who have experienced the Great Barrier Reef with a traditional cylinder and regulator, it is an ocean experience worth seeing. Interactive time-lapses, 360-
degree VR views, weather maps and even the mantle shrimp vision tool give a new perspective on the famous destination that wasn't possible until then. National Geographic 360 Videos National Geographic has unveiled a series of 360-degree videos that bring the planet's most desirable destinations to the screen of your personal laptop. Get your ocean fix
by doing things you never thought possible, from swimming with leopard seals in Antarctica to watching the nest of sea turtles in Costa Rica. While the videos are best viewed with an Oculus Quest VR headset for the full experience, they still work - and are worth watching - even without it. BBC Earth: Life in VR the BBC and Google have teamed up to create
an interactive video game that offers a new way to explore the ocean. BBC Earth: Life In VR introduces a twist on traditional VR formats, making users active participants rather than passive viewers. The game takes place off the coast of California, where you can interact with a variety of sea creatures, from playful sea thrones to massive sperm whales.
Players are sent on an educational journey that covers topics such as the vital role of kelp forests, the migration of squid, the importance of zoplankton and in many ways. While no virtual experience can compare to the physical act of descending beneath the surface of the ocean and scuba diving, this could be the next best thing. THE BBC Earth VR video
series creates a surprisingly realistic experience, narrated by a marine biologist. Also, you know it's going to be a good dip when the giant octopus and oceanic manta rays are guaranteed to appear. While it's best to browse with a VR headset for the full 3D experience, it's worth watching even from your computer. AirPano 360 Video With a wide selection of
360-degree videos, AirPano can take you on a journey around the corner of the Earth - and below the water. Everyone the diver has unique interests, whether large pelagic animals or microscopic macro critters. With its many AirPano options, you can find the perfect dive. Travel to Raja Amphat to observe the manta's ocean rays and descend into a swarm of
jellyfish, or spot thousands of school fish off Malpelo Island. For shark-obsessed, check out the great white sharks off Guadalupe Island or feed the bull sharks in Beka Lagoon. The options are endless, so go ahead and practically cross out your underwater bucket list. For experienced divers with hundreds of dives under your (weight) belt, these virtual
experiences can help you fix the ocean until the world regains normality. If you're never breathing through the regulator but wonder what the hype is about, this might be the perfect way to dip your toe into the world of scuba diving. We promise that this will leave you only wanting more. Hopefully it can keep us great until we can feel the salt water on our skin,
exhale bubbles and experience all the scuba diving has to offer again. More scuba diving at home: Home:
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